Jamie Dornan Says Celebrity
Love Amelia Warner Does Not
Want to See ‘Fifty Shades of
Grey’

By Whitney Johnson
Of all the women who will be heading to theaters this weekend
to see Fifty Shades of Grey, we know one who will be steering
clear of the erotic film: star Jamie Dornan’s celebrity love,
Amelia Warner. According to UsMagazine.com, the actor says
it only makes sense that his wife wouldn’t want to watch his
sexual scenes. “I am not going to put any pressure on her
either way. It’s her decision,” he explained in a recent
interview with USA Today. “She’s well aware that it’s pretend,
but it’s probably not that comfortable to watch.”

Famous couple Jamie Dornan and his
celebrity love Amelia Warner are
working out a way to support each
other,
even
when
it’s
uncomfortable. What are some ways
to support your partner from afar?
Cupid’s Advice:

Showing support for your partner and their career is important
to any relationship, but sometimes, it can be complicated, as
famous couple Dornan and Warner is learning. Cupid has some
dating advice to help you show that you care from a distance:
1. Write each other private notes: A little gesture like a
handwritten letter — or even just a Post-It note! — goes a
long way. While Dornan’s celebrity love may not want to attend
a screening of the movie with him, she can hide a sweet love
note in his pocket or suitcase for him to read while they’re
apart.
Related Link: Matthew McConaughey Thanks Wife Camila Alves for
Motivation
2. Send flowers or gifts: If your partner travels for his or
her job and has a big presentation or show coming up, send
your support via a bouquet of flowers or small thoughtful
gift. It will show your partner that you’re thinking about
them.
Related Link: Hollywood Couple: Diane Kruger Adorably Freaks
Out Over Longtime Boyfriend Joshua Jackson’s Golden Globes Win
3. Skype, and utilize social media: Technology is key these
days. Show your support from afar by logging into Skype and
having a face-to-face interaction with your significant other.
You can also utilize social media platforms like Facebook or
Twitter to announce your support for your partner to the
world.
What are some other ways to show you care from afar? Share
your thoughts below.

